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A Cracking Tale
By Martin Bryan and Euan Corrie
On one of my visits to the museum our curator, Steven Bagley, asked me to check a box of photos
that the Wednesday Gang had brought down from Level 7. Among the many interesting discards in
this box was a set of 13 black and white photos taken by a photographer from Bolton, working for C
E Willis Ltd, of a cracking tower built by Babcock & Wilcox in Oldbury that had been delivered, by
road. by Pickfords to Chapel Place, next to Barton Swing Bridge on the Manchester Ship Canal,
before being moved across the canal by boat to the Manchester Oil Refinery in the early 1950s.
Though I could identify the position of one of the photographs I could not work out its relationship
to the others. So I sent the photo to the editor of the Historic Narrowboat Club’s Newsletter, Val
Roberts, and asked her if HNBC members could once again help me with details of what was
happening here.
The following descriptions of the work have been provided by Euan Corrie, who used to work on
boats on the Bridgewater Canal.

Photo 1: Taken from the top of one of the storage tanks at Barton Oil Terminal looking down onto
preparations for moving the column across the canal. The view is generally WSW and the buildings
of Barton Power Station are in the background behind the towing path.

The Manchester Ship Canal Bridgewater Department acquired a number of iron and steel craft in the
1940s and for use as bank boats and mud boats. This picture shows two ex-BCN iron day boats to the
left, Padstow and Truro. The other two boats (to the right) are ex Grand Union Canal Carrying Co
small Northwich butties (built by W.J. Yarwood & Sons at Northwich) which were bought by the
Bridgewater Department in January 1947. Bridgewater Department No.5 was previously Lepus and
No.9 was Lupus. Note that the narrowboats are tied up bow to bow. The boats in the background
are wooden Leeds & Liverpool Canal long boats, possibly owned by T&W Wells or Albert Blundell,
which have presumably just been emptied in the power station arm (out of the left hand margin)
having brought coal from Boothstown Basin or one of the other tips along the Leigh Branch.
On the land at this side of the canal is a selection of tackle, including welding torches which is being
used to assemble the trestles and supports for loading the column on to the boats which had to be
done rather high up so that it should clear the cabins so if the boats had not been well secured
together as a catamaran they would have been most unstable. On the ground further Rolled Steel
Joists (RSJs) await fitting and a set of timber skids has been prepared for subsequent removal of the
column into the oil terminal. There’s also a good stack of second hand railway point and crossing
timbers ready.

Photo 2: Taken on board one of the day boats after the craft have been pushed across to the
towpath side looking NW towards the Manchester Ship Canal. Notice that the Pickfords bogie,
standing on round steel spreader plates, is still supporting the nearer end of the column. The far

bogie has already been removed in favour of the crib of timbers and stands beyond the column near
Chapel Place. Pickfords staff will manually jack the column to get the weight off this bogie so as to
remove it.

Photo 3: Also taken on board one of the day boats. In the right background, beyond the footbridge,
is the open end of the Barton Swing. Between the chap facing the camera and the far end of the
column is the end of the pair of MSC Co houses (known as “The Tank Houses”) that were built in the
1930s. They stand on the line of the Bridgewater Canal that lead to the stone aqueduct over the
river Irwell before the coming of the Ship Canal. The picture makes clear the comprehensive
supports provided to prevent the boats' sides being forced in by the water pressure when they had
taken the weight of the column while the higher, central, RSJs have been made to slide across
between starting to load the column and placing it ashore at the far side of the canal. Note that the
two pairs of boats are still tied bow to bow.

Photo 4: The day boats have now been moved round the ex-GUCCCo craft, so the pairs are now
stern to stern. The day boats are standing off the and the higher, central, RSJ has been extended
from the boats over the bank. But what is the chap with the welding/cutting torch about to do? Two
children have been brought to see the work.

Photo 5: This photograph looks “down" the column towards the Manchester Ship Canal and the
“Tank Houses”. Some large scale scrap pipe fittings are in use to support the column while Pickfords
bogies are removed. The girders sloping down towards the camera are part of the drawbar
arrangement of the nearer bogie. The two hydraulic jacks atop the packing still appear to be carrying
the weight at this stage.

Photo 6: Work continues on the packing to get the second bogie out. The bogie just appears on the
left together with a spare jack. Notice the numerous round steel plates used to distribute the weight
on the ground.

Photo 7: A general view of the top of the column taken from the western side of Chapel Place which
appears to be obstructed by the cables and winch in the foreground. The column is standing on its
timber packings and the winches being made ready to haul on the tackles to move it onto the boats.
Notice the lattice tower and tanks with their interesting plumbing in the background on the other
side of the canal.

Photo 8: A view westwards from the top of one of Barton’s oil storage tanks showing the column
ready for loading. Pickfords and their bogies have withdrawn from the scene and the crab winch at
the nearer end of the column, which is standing on the timber cribs built up behind the towing path,
is more clearly visible. The timbers alongside the canal outside the oil terminal wall are clear, ready
for use. Also apparent by the Nissen hut are some large temporary flood lights, possibly indicating a
likelihood of 24-hour work.
This photograph also shows the Barton Road Bridge in the background with a glimpse of the ship
canal. The small brick building by the bridge housed the Bridgemaster responsible for operation of
the bridge and aqueduct and the gatemen for the road bridge. The hydraulic accumulator tower
from which the actual movement of the swinging spans is controlled is out of sight behind the
houses at the right margin. On the far side of Chapel Place and on the nearer bank of the canal (with
its back to the camera) are signs advertising Taylor Woodrow, the main contractors for this job. In
the background at the top left margin is All Saints Roman Catholic Church on Barton Road.

Photo 9: The weather is deteriorating and rain setting in! The column is now resting on the long RSJs
that extend from both pairs of boats. The column is somewhat shorter than the total length of two
boats (140–142 ft). Note the awkward kink in the towpath wall here resulting from diversion of the
canal from the old James Brindley/John Gilbert aqueduct to the new swing structure.

Photo 10: The boats are now taking the weight. The Pickfords equipment has gone and the workers
are all out of the way on the land the column, with or without the RSJ sliding, is being winched onto
the boats so that the two pairs will shortly have to be aligned with the column. The gaggle of people
at the extreme right margin are dealing with the hand winch that has been used to pull the far end
of the column onto the boats, via tackle concealed by the group nearer the column. A pulley block
that is lying slack on the nearer skids. The power station still bears much of its wartime camouflage
paint.

Photo 11: The Grand Union Boats at the back are now carrying most of their share of the weight and
the boats will have to be straightened out. The power station dominates with the rise of the towing
path over its basin entrance visible above the roof of the Nissen hut.

Photo 12: With the column on board the day boats as well as the Grand Unions the nearer tackle is
under load. In the background you can see a lattice tower in the oil terminal. It is partly supported by
numerous guy wires, some of which extend right across the canal into the power station premises.
The fixtures at the top of the tower are the tackles that will allow the column to be erected into a
vertical position on a prepared base alongside it.

Photo 13: The column on board its four boats (with only one captain visible!) have crossed the canal.
Looking at the freeboard of the boats in this picture, would be that the total weight of the column
the supporting steel work and the main RSJs on the boats was about 50 tons. The attendant children
and labour force have also crossed the canal into the oil terminal. The rain continues.

